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Damage Detection in CFRP Plates Using Spectral Entropy
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Damage detection techniques using vibrations are based on measuring the changes in the vibration parameters of a structure. This
paper studies the viability of the spectral entropy as a new damage detection parameter to detect the presence of damage in a
composite fiber reinforced polymers (CFRP) plate. To carry out this study, the vibrations in a CFRP plate with and without damage
were measured and the correlation between damage and spectral entropy has been researched.

1. Introduction

Structural health monitoring (SHM) is very important in
aerospace industry due to the high responsibility of the
aeronautical structures and their high maintenance costs. So,
the developing of reliable damage detection techniques with
aerospace application is a very important issue. As composite
structures are becoming very important in aerospace engi-
neering, because their high stiffness and less weight, it is very
interesting the investigation of damage detectionmethods for
them.

This paper investigates the use of a new damage detec-
tion technique in a composite plate. The damage detection
technique is based on the use of the entropy of the frequency
response function (FRF), which is called spectral entropy
(SE), as damage index. The FRF of a structure depends of its
geometry and materials, and it is well known that a fracture
or a crack produces a change in the FRF [1], which can be
used to identify the damage. But in the FRF there is a lot of
information, and it is necessary to analyse all this information
to detect the damage. Usually the information is reduced in
some way to have only one parameter which can be used as
damage index.The SE is another way to do it. It is the entropy
of the FRF, so it is a single parameter that characterizes the
amplitude distribution of the FRF. The principal advantage
over other damage indexes based on changes in the natural

frequencies is that the SE depends on the distribution of
amplitude of the FRF. So, a shift or a change in the global
amplitude of the FRF due to external factors does not affect
the value of the SE, making it very robust against a change in
ambient conditions.

To evaluate the performance of the SE as a damage index,
an experiment has been carried out.The vibrations of a CFRP
plate with and without damage have been measured, and the
FRF and SE have been obtained. As a final result, a correlation
between the damage and SE has been found.

2. Experimental Description

The properties of the CFRP plate used in the experiment
are listed in Table 1. The plate was excited with a random
vibration of frequencies up to 1500Hz by means of a piezo-
electric actuator. The vibrations of the plate were measured
with four piezoelectric sensors located symmetrically around
the center of the plate. The actuator was located at the center
of the plate. The positions and properties of the sensors
and actuators are shown in Table 2. The four sides of the
plate were clamped to a rigid frame on an antivibration
table. Piezoelectric sensors were connected with STP cables
to the Brüel and Kjær PULSE input channels in order to
cancel out electromagnetic interference (EMI) and crosstalk
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Figure 1: Plate under study and experimental arrangement.
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Figure 2: Dimensions of the CFRP plate and positions of the
damage (P1, P2, and P3) and the actuator (A1).

Table 1: Properties of the CFRP plate.

Side (a) length 85 cm
Side (b) length 65 cm
Longitudinal Young’s moduli 1.50 × 10

11 Pa
Transversal Young’s moduli 1.15 × 10

10 Pa
Poisson’s ration 0.42
Shear moduli 5.0 × 10

9 Pa
Density 1560 kg/m3

Mass 4.75 kg
Layer thickness 0.188mm
Number of layers 12
Stacking sequence [0/90]3S

between neighbouring pairs and external sources. The input
signal was also generated with the PULSE output port. The
piezosystem EPA-104 amplifier boosted the PULSE output
signal to the actuator. To minimize the EMI and electrical
noise, all equipment, connection boxes, cable shields, and the
frame were connected to an independent ground system. To

reduce the influence of external vibrations, the frame was
fixed to an antivibration table and the measurements were
carried out at night with minimal ambient noise. Figure 1
shows the plate with the attached sensors, actuator, and
damage locations.

The damagewas simulated bymasses attached to the plate
with weights, 6.7 g (M1), 12.8 g (M2), 24.7 g (M3), 39.6 g (M4),
85.8 g (M5), and 192.9 g (M6), at three different positions
shown in Table 3. In Figure 2 can be seen a diagram of the
different positions of the damage in the plate. The plate
was placed in a horizontal position and the mass was put
on it without any fixing mechanism. The amplitude of the
vibrations was low, so the mass stayed in its position while
the experiment was performing. As the mass was free, it is
possible that it can “jump” on the plate when it goes down.
During the experiment no evidence of this jumpwas noticed.

This kind of damage has the advantages of being very well
controlled and nondestructive, which is especially important
to validate damage detection and evaluation methods. Fur-
thermore, the addition of masses produces a rise of the local
density, whose effect in the vibrational behaviour of the plate
is similar to a reduction of the stiffness, as the vibrational
frequencies depends on √𝑘/𝜌, where 𝑘 is the stiffness and is
the density. More details of the experiment can be found in
[2, 3].

3. Spectral Entropy

Entropy is a thermodynamic magnitude that can be used to
calculate the quantity of energy that cannot be transformed
intowork. From amicroscopic point of view, it is ameasure of
the disorder of a system. Entropy is used too in information
theory, where it is related with the uncertainty in a random
variable, where it is called Shannon entropy. For our pur-
poses, we are going to use the interpretation of entropy as
a measure of the disorder of a system but applying it to the
frequency distribution of a signal. The Shannon entropy can
be calculated with the equation:

𝐸 = −

𝑁

∑

𝑖=1

𝑝
𝑖
log (𝑝

𝑖
) , (1)

where 𝑝
𝑖
is the probability of the system of being in the state

𝑖 and𝑁 is the total number of states.
In order to use (1) to calculate the SE, the FRF is

normalized and then each frequency peak is considered a
state 𝑖 and its amplitude is assumed to be its probability 𝑝

𝑖
.

So, the SE is calculated using the expression:
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𝑁
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where 𝐴(𝑓
𝑖
) is the amplitude of the frequency peak 𝑓

𝑖
and

𝐴
𝑇
= ∑
𝑁

𝑖=1
𝐴(𝑓
𝑖
). Only the peaks in the FRF are taken into

account in the calculation of the SE.
The SE measures the disorder of the amplitude distribu-

tion. If all the energy is concentrate in few frequencies, the
FRF is very ordered and the SE has a low value. In the same
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Figure 3: FRFs used as examples of the dependency of SE with the amplitude distribution. Their values of SE are 3.163, 3.108, and 3.443.
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Figure 4: Examples of experimental FRFs. The examples correspond to the sensor 1 with the damage in position P1. In the figure, the added
mass is indicated.
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Figure 5: Variation of𝐷
1
with attached mass. (a) Damage in position P1. (b) Damage in position P2. (c) Damage in position P3.

way, if the energy is distributed over many frequencies, the
FRF is very disordered and the SE has a high value. Taking
this into account, the SE can be seen as an indicator of the
complexity of the vibration, as it will bemore complex ifmore
frequencies are involved in the movement.

As an example, in Figure 3 three normalized FRFs can
be seen. The first one has only two frequencies of the same
amplitude, and its SE is 3.163. The second one has the same
frequencies as the previous one but one of them has higher
amplitude than the other one, so it is more ordered and its SE
has a value of 3.108, which is lower than the first one.The third
FRFhas three frequencies of equal value and its SE is 3.443. As
the energy is distributed over more frequencies, the FRF is
more disordered than the first one, so its SE is higher.

The SE can be used as damage index under the assump-
tion that damage changes the amplitude distribution in the

FRF of the structure. That is, if there is only a change in
the value of the natural frequencies, but they have the same
amplitude as the original ones, then their SE will be the
same.The SEwill change if the new frequencies have different
amplitude than the previous ones.

To obtain the FRF the structure must be excited with
an external force (input) and the vibration in a point of the
structuremust bemeasured (output).The input energy is dis-
tributed between the different natural frequencies depending
on physical characteristics of the structure and the position of
the actuator and the sensor. The amplitude of each frequency
peak of the FRF shows which part of the input energy
corresponds to that frequency.

Physically, damage decreases the stiffness of the region
of the structure where it is located. It modifies the physical
characteristics of the structure and the way that it vibrates,
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Figure 6: Variation of SE with the added mass in position 1 for: (a) Sensor S1; (b) Sensor S2; (c) Sensor S3; (d) Sensor S4.

Table 2: Properties and positions of piezoelectric sensors and actuators.

Use Ceramics Electrode Thickness Diameter Positions Notation
Actuator PIC255 Ag 0.5mm 20mm (42.5, 32.5) cm A1

Sensor PIC151 Ag 0.5mm 10mm

(24.5, 21.5) cm S1
(24.5, 43.5) cm S2
(60.5, 21.5) cm S3
(60.5, 43.5) cm S4

Table 3: Added masses and comparison with the total mass of the
plate.

Added masses (g) Percentage of the mass of the plate
6.7 0.14
12.8 0.27
24.7 0.52
39.6 0.83
85.8 1.81
192.9 4.06

enhancing some frequencies and weakening others. So, the
SE of the structure will change in the presence of damage.

Up to the authors’ knowledge, the SE has not been used
before to identify damage from vibrations in structures.
Similar parameters with the same name have been used in
other scientific fields, for example, in medicine [4, 5], ecology
[6], genomics [7], and acoustics [8], but usually in each
different application the SE is defined in a different way. In
acoustic emission it has been usedwith the nameof frequency
entropy to analyze the obtained signals [9]. A parameter
that is similar to SE is the wavelet entropy (WE), which is
the Shannon entropy of the wavelet energy obtained from
the continuous wavelet transform [10] or of the different
frequency bands obtainedwith the discretewavelet transform
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Figure 7: Variation of SE with the added mass in position 2 for (a) Sensor S1; (b) Sensor S2; (c) Sensor S3; (d) Sensor S4.

[11]. TheWE have been used successfully to detect damage in
structures [12].

4. Experimental Results

The experiment was repeated 15 times in the undamaged case
and 5 times in each damaged plate to minimized ambient
and random errors. The sample frequency was 4096Hz and
the frequency content of the excitation signal was up to
1500Hz.The power spectral densities (PSD) of the excitation
and the output were computed using Matlab and the Welch
algorithm.The PSD of the output were divided by the PSD of
the excitation to obtain the FRF. Some examples of FRFs of
the plate with different added mass can be seen in Figure 4.

The change of these experimental FRFs with damage
has been studied in previous works [2, 3]. This change was
quantified using the following parameter:

𝐷
1
=

𝑓𝑖=𝑓max

∑

𝑓𝑖=𝑓min

√

FRFundamaged (𝑓𝑖) − FRFdamaged (𝑓𝑖)


. (3)

The difference between the FRF of the intact and damaged
plate increases with damage, so 𝐷

1
can be used as damage

index. In Figure 5 it is shown the variation of 𝐷
1
with the

added mass for each damage location. It can be seen that the

change in the FRF increases very fast with low damage, but
for massed higher than 39.6 g,𝐷

1
remains almost constant in

all cases.
To study the performance of the SE as a damage index, it

was computed for each experiment, and for each undamaged
and damaged plate the mean and standard deviation were
calculated. The variation of the SE with the added mass for
each position of the damage is shown in Figures 6, 7, and 8,
where error bars are added to show the standard deviation
due to the different experiments.

As can be seen in Figures 6–8, there is a trend of the
SE with the added masses. With damage in positions 1 and
3, the tendency is that the SE rises with mass, but not in
monotonic form. On the other side, with damage in position
2, the tendency is that the SE decreases with mass, except in
the case of sensor 4, which oscillates instead of having a trend.
This means that damage in positions 1 and 3 produces more
relevant frequencies in the FRF; that is, the energy distributes
between more frequencies in the FRF. In the opposite side,
with damage in position 2 there are less relevant frequencies.
Using SE as a measure of the complexity, damage in positions
1 and 3 makes the vibration more complex, while damage in
position 2 decrease its complexity.

This different behaviour of the SE with damage location
can be explained by taking into account that the presence
of a mass in a point of the plate makes its movement more
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Figure 8: Variation of SE with the added mass in position 3 for (a) Sensor S1; (b) Sensor S2; (c) Sensor S3; (d) Sensor S4.

difficult. So the normalmodes with an antinodewhich is near
the damage location will be disturbed, and their influence in
the vibration will decrease. In positions 1 and 3 the disturbed
modes must be the principal ones, so the influence of less
important modes is enhanced and the complexity of the
vibration is higher. In the case of position 2, the disturbed
modes have probably low relevance in the vibration andmore
energy goes to the principal ones, making the movement less
complex. The damage index 𝐷

1
has the same behaviour in

the three damage locations because it measures the difference
between the FRFs of the undamaged and damaged plates, so
this difference always increases with added mass.

For low added mass the SE changes very quickly, but for
masses around 39.6 g and 85.8 g it becomes almost constant.
It seems that when we have a high value of mass, a further
increase does not change the amplitude distribution in the
FRF and the SE remains constant. The same behaviour was
found for damage index 𝐷

1
, which is a direct measure of the

change in the FRF. So it seems that the FRF changes very little
when a certain value of damage is reached.The reason for this
saturation of the damage indexes can be that, as have been
said before, an increase of the mass in a point of the plate
decreases itsmovement. For a low value of themass, the point
can still move. But for a high value, there is a strong limitation
of the movement and it remains still. As it cannot move, a
further increase of the mass will not have any effect on it.

It is possible that the results can be influenced by the fact
that the masses were not fixed to the plate, but it seems that
it is not the case. The possible jump of the mass on the plate
could introduce a nonlinear effect that increases with weight.
In the experimental results, for low masses the SE follows a
trend and for high masses it has an approximately constant
value. If the effect of the jumps had been important, the SE
would have increasedwith highmasses as the FRFwould have
been more complex.

5. Conclusions

The importance of composite structures in aerospace indus-
try is increasing in the last years, making the development
of damage identification methods adapted to this kind of
materials necessary. A new damage detection technique has
been experimentally tested on a CFRP plate. It is based on
the use of the spectral entropy (SE) of the vibrations of the
CRFP structure as damage index. This parameter measures
the energy distribution between the resonant frequencies of
the plate and is related with the complexity of the vibration.
It has been proved that the SE changes with damage, and this
change is higher than the variations in SE due to different
measures of the FRF. Furthermore, the variation in the SE
with damage follows a trend: the SE increases or decreases
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(depending of the location) as damage increases. It means
that the SE can be related with the quantity of damage in a
given position and with more research, with its localization.
In our experimental tests it was found that the variation of
SE with damage is not always mononotic, which can make it
difficult for it to be used in a real situation. It can be due to
our experimental arrangement, or damage implementation,
or to other reasons. To clarify this point and improve our
understanding of the theoretical behaviour of the SE, a
numerical investigation must be carried out.

The advantage of the SE over other damage indexes based
on FRF is that a change in the ambient or external conditions
of the structure (e.g., the temperature) can produce a change
in the amplitude of the FRF or a translation of it, so many
false positives can appear. The SE is insensitive to these
changes, which makes it a very promising damage index for
SHM, although more theoretical and experimental research
is necessary.
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